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Cognitive Research and Elementary Science Instruction:
From the Laboratory, to the Classroom, and Back

David Klahr1,2 and Junlei Li1

Can cognitive research generate usable knowledge for elementary science instruction?
Can issues raised by classroom practice drive the agenda of laboratory cognitive research?
Answering yes to both questions, we advocate building a reciprocal interface between basic
and applied research. We discuss five studies of the teaching, learning, and transfer of the
“Control of Variables Strategy” in elementary school science. Beginning with investigations
motivated by basic theoretical questions, we situate subsequent inquiries within authentic
educational debates—contrasting hands-on manipulation of physical and virtual materials,
evaluating direct instruction and discovery learning, replicating training methods in class-
room, and narrowing science achievement gaps. We urge research programs to integrate
basic research in “pure” laboratories with field work in “messy” classrooms. Finally, we
suggest that those engaged in discussions about implications and applications of educational
research focus on clearly defined instructional methods and procedures, rather than vague
labels and outmoded “-isms.”

KEY WORDS: science instruction; direct instruction; discovery learning; hands-on science; achievement
gap.

How can basic research in psychology contribute
to early science instruction? Conversely, how can
the challenges of classroom teaching reveal areas re-
quiring further basic research? As social, political,
and economic forces demand more “evidence-based”
methods to improve science education, these ques-
tions are profoundly important and relevant to both
research and practice. This paper presents a sum-
mary of our efforts to address these questions in a
small corner of the rich and complex universe of sci-
ence instruction. We focus on our own experience in
traversing the interface between basic and applied re-
search. While this self-examination is necessarily lim-
ited in the breadth of coverage, we hope its focus en-
ables us to provide a clear and detailed account of
the issues at stake, how we dealt with them, and what
remains to be done.
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We use Stokes’ (1997) conceptualization of
three different forms of research (Table I) to de-
scribe our various projects over the past several
years. Stokes described two distinct factors that
motivate and characterize scientific research. One
factor is the extent to which the research goal is to
advance understanding of fundamental phenomena,
and the other is the extent to which the research
outcome has any immediate and obvious utility.
Stokes convincingly argues against two aspects of
the “purist” or “classic” view of the relation between
basic and applied research: (1) the temporal flow (as
well as the status system in the scientific establish-
ment) always puts basic research first (i.e., in Bohr’s
quadrant in Table I); (2) the two goals—fundamental
understanding and considerations of use—are some-
how incompatible. Louis Pasteur serves as Stokes’
counterexample to both of these outmoded views.
Pasteur advanced—indeed, created—the science of
microbiology while working on practical problems
with immediate application. Although the work we
will describe here falls far short of the monumental
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Table I. Types of Scientific Research (from Stokes, 1997)

Note. We have inserted a table inside one of the cells of this Table. It is expanded in Table II.

contributions produced by the occupants of Stokes’
quadrants, we use his framework to organize this
paper, and to situate our series of projects.

BOHR’S QUADRANT: HOW AND WHY
DOES SCIENTIFIC REASONING DEVELOP?

Pure basic research proceeds by investigating
focal phenomena in their “essence,” while minimiz-
ing the potential influence of non-focal variables.
Thus, much of the basic research on the psychology
of scientific reasoning can be classified according to
a simplified model of the overall scientific reasoning
process (embedded in Bohr’s quadrant in Table I
and shown in expanded form in Table II). This
framework distinguishes between two broad types
of knowledge: domain general and domain specific.

Table II. A Framework for Classifying Psychological Research
on Scientific Thinking

Phase of the discovery process

Type of Hypothesis Experimental Evidence
knowledge generation design evaluation

Domain specific A B C
Domain general D E F

Note. This framework was first introduced with a few examples
by Klahr and Carver (1995), and has since been used in several
of our own papers (Klahr, 2000; Klahr and Dunbar, 1989) as well
as in a major review on the development of scientific reasoning
processes (Zimmerman, 2000).

It also differentiates among three main phases
of scientific investigation: hypothesis generation,
experimentation, and evidence evaluation. The indi-
vidual cells capture the ways in which psychologists
typically carve up the real-world complexity of the
scientific discovery process into manageable and
researchable entities.

Psychological investigations that fit in Cell A—
domain-specific hypothesis generation—are exempli-
fied by McCloskey’s (1983) pioneering investigation
of people’s naive theories of motion. McCloskey pre-
sented participants with depictions of simple physi-
cal situations (e.g., an object being dropped from an
airplane, or a ball exiting a curved tube) and asked
them to predict the subsequent motion of the object.
He found that many college students held naive im-
petus theories (e.g., the belief that the curved tube
imparted a curvilinear impetus to the ball, which dis-
sipated slowly and made the ball continue in a curved
trajectory). In this kind of study, participants are
asked to describe their hypotheses about a specific
domain. They are not allowed to run experiments,
and they are not presented with any evidence to eval-
uate. Nor is there an attempt to assess any domain-
general skills, such as designing unconfounded exper-
iments, making valid inferences, and so on. Thus we
classify McCloskey’s work, as well as studies about
children’s understanding of heat and temperature
(Carey, 1985) or evolution (Samarapungavan and
Wiers, 1997), as examples of basic research in Cell A
of Table II.
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Studies in Cells C and F, domain-specific and
domain-general evidence evaluation, focus on peo-
ple’s ability to match hypotheses with evidence. Typ-
ically, participants are shown tables of covariation
data and asked to decide which of several hypotheses
is supported or refuted by the data in the tables. In
some studies, the hypotheses are about abstract and
arbitrary domains (e.g., Shaklee and Paszek, 1985).
Such investigations can be classified as domain gen-
eral (Cell F). In other cases, the hypotheses refer
to real-world domains, such as plant growth under
different conditions of light and water (Amsel and
Brock, 1996; Bullock et al., 1992). Within these real-
world domains, participants have to coordinate their
prior domain knowledge with the covariation data in
the tables (e.g., Ruffman et al., 1993). These stud-
ies involve both domain general and domain specific
knowledge (cells C and F).

Rather than continue to tour the cells in Ta-
ble II, we refer the reader to Zimmerman’s (2000) ex-
tensive review article using the same framework. The
main point here is that most of the rigorous research
on the development of scientific reasoning processes
can be classified into one or two cells of Table II.
Researchers who investigate children’s causal judg-
ment from covariation in data evidence do not re-
quire children to design the experiments and collect
the data themselves. Researchers who probe chil-
dren’s misconceptions about the theories of motion
do not present children with controlled experiments
demonstrating laws of motion. The choice to limit
the scope of investigation is deliberate in basic re-
search design and necessary for researchers to focus
on any particular aspect of scientific reasoning. There
are a few basic research studies where researchers
do attempt to integrate multiple cells in their in-
vestigations (e.g., Klahr et al., 1993; Schauble, 1996;
Schauble et al., 1991). These studies describe the in-
terdependence among the various types of knowl-
edge and reasoning strategies across phases of dis-
covery and types of knowledge. In relation to the
whole body of basic research, the latter studies are a
minority.

This kind of “divide and conquer” research
has revealed several important features about the
emergence of scientific thinking in children. First,
children do develop theories, however naı̈ve, about
the natural world long before they enter school.
These conceptions or misconceptions become deeply
entrenched in children’s mental models in various
domains, including motion, force, heat, temperature,
mass, density, planetary movements, animacy, and

the theory of mind. Upon entering school, children
organize their new learning around these prior
beliefs. When contradictions between prior beliefs
and new learning arise, children have difficulty
integrating new knowledge with prior beliefs. Sec-
ond, children are capable of thinking abstractly
and symbolically in some domains, though they
have difficulty in flexibly transferring such partial
competence across domains. Their performance re-
veals varying levels of both potential and limitation
in areas such as theory formation, experimental
design, evidence evaluation, data interpretation, and
analogical mapping. In certain areas of reasoning,
children’s partial competence can be improved with
experience or instruction (e.g., Case, 1974; Chen
and Klahr, 1999; Klahr and Chen, 2003; Kuhn and
Angelev, 1976; Kuhn et al., 1988; Schauble et al.,
1995). We refer interested readers to more compre-
hensive reviews of the related literature (e.g., Klahr
and Simon, 1999; Metz, 1995; Zimmerman, 2000).

EDISON’S QUADRANT: WHAT WORKS
IN TEACHING SCIENCE?

Using the narrowly focused research described
above laboratory scientists of psychology accumulate
and value scientific knowledge in Bohr’s quadrant.
However, to a classroom teacher working in Edi-
son’s quadrant and trying to figure out “what works”
in the classroom, the utility of such accumulated
knowledge is not clear. The research and policy
communities often lament that teaching practices,
textbooks, and curricula are not informed by the
basic research knowledge base. To that, educators
respond that “research-based” findings in Bohr’s
quadrant are too de-contextualized to provide useful
guidance in everyday practices (Hiebert et al., 2002;
Lagemann, 1996, 2000; Strauss, 1998).

The task of translating basic research findings
into practice sometimes falls on the shoulders of
applied researchers. In contrast to the basic re-
searchers’ search for answers to “why” questions,
applied researchers more often take an engineering
approach and ask instead, “how?” While such an
engineering approach can be more relevant to
the outcome goals of education, it often lacks the
rigorous control and clear specification of operators
and mechanisms typified by the scientific approach.
For example, during the past decade, there has been
great interest and investment in instructional inno-
vations involving online technology, collaborative
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learning, and the marriage of the two, online col-
laboration. Yet in most studies of such products
(e.g., Wasson et al., 2003), intervening variables tend
not be controlled and often are not specified at all.
In many cases, the goal is simply to demonstrate
that the product works as a full package, including
features of interface design, collaboration, and
technology. These end products, when successful,
are more readily applicable to their specific contexts
than the isolated findings of basic research studies.
Yet, even when successful, few such product devel-
opment efforts allow for the extraction of testable
design principles that would support replication
outside the confines of the particular product and
the knowledge domain it addresses.

Worse yet, such an engineering approach often
results in “the tail wagging the dog,” whereby the
technological feature (tail) determines the selection
of topic and design of instruction (dog). For example,
in the rush to reap the benefits of “distance learning,”
the mere act of putting something online became the
hypothesized variable that promises great return.
This led to dubious implementations such as literally
transferring lectures notes verbatim onto web pages
or replacing live discussion with online chat in hopes
that the courses would somehow become more
effective (e.g., review by Bernard et al., 2004). This
is not to say that applied research needs to rigidly
adopt the often narrow focus of basic research.
One can hardly reinvent an entire curriculum and
still condense the changes to a handful of clearly
specifiable and testable variables. In many ways, the
engineering approach is necessary for any large-scale
instructional design effort. It is simply more difficult
to attribute efficacy of a whole product to particular
design features or principles.

A teacher’s task is more like that of an engineer
than a scientist. The available components are prod-
ucts like curricula, textbooks, teaching guides, and
training workshops, instead of academic journals in
which basic research findings are published. Like that
of applied researchers, the teachers’ primary goal
is to “make it work.” Seeking “why it works” usu-
ally requires additional time and energy that over-

burdened teachers can ill-afford. Additionally, unlike
research scientists conducting experiments, teachers
take pride in not executing the same lesson plan ex-
actly the same way every time. Instead, they aim to be
able to adapt and adjust based on the students’ inter-
ests, or even the particular classroom dynamics of the
day. Being able to go with the flow and capitalize on
students’ momentary shifts of interest and energy is a
valued teaching skill. The engineering approach be-
comes part of what defines a teacher’s expertise and
professionalism.

Consider a simple science inquiry lesson exem-
plified by the following 5th-grade science unit in-
cluded in the National Science Education Standards
(National Research Council [NRC], 1996, pp. 146–
147):

Ms. D. wants to focus on inquiry. She wants stu-
dents to develop an understanding of variables in in-
quiry and how and why to change one variable at a
time. . . . Ms. D . . . creates an activity that awakens
students’ interest and encourages them to ask ques-
tions and seek answers. Ms. D. encourages students
to look for applications for the science knowledge
beyond the classroom. . . . Ms. D helps them under-
stand that there are different ways to keep records
of events. The activity requires mathematical knowl-
edge and skills.

Although the goal of this unit (how and why
to change one variable at a time) fit nicely into
Table II‘s cell E (domain general experimental
design), this lesson unit on pendulum motion covers
every one of the cells (summarized in Table III).
Children’s activities included hypothesis generation
in a specific domain, evidence evaluation via record
keeping and data analysis. Combing through the
full description of the unit, domain specific content
knowledge and domain general process skills are not
separable (NRC, 1996). In fact, the only thing missing
from the described class activities is a focused discus-
sion about “how and why to change one variable at a
time,” which was the stated goal of the unit. Instead,
the intent of the lesson is perhaps to embed such
abstract domain general skill within the rich context
of an actual inquiry activity and hope that students

Table III. Fitting a Science Class onto the Research Framework

Hypothesis generation Experimental design Evidence evaluation

Domain specific What factors determine Construct apparatus Data analysis, specific measurement
pendulum period and procedure skills (use of stop watch)

Domain general Hypothesis and prediction Control of variable Effect size, error and
variability, size, graphing
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would acquire such skill within context and under
the teacher’s dynamic and customized guidance.

This example reveals the inherent conflict be-
tween the goals and constraints of basic research
and the demands of practice. In order to have con-
fidence in their conclusions, basic researchers need
to isolate theoretically motivated variables and in-
vestigate them in highly constrained contexts. But a
teacher’s assigned task is to weave various process
skills and content knowledge seamlessly into class-
room lessons. The lines separating individual cells
in Table II’s framework offer little meaning for the
teachers’ lesson planning as demanded by the stan-
dards reform. In the pendulum class example, basic
research could inform Ms. D. in piece-meal fashion
how her students may be generally struggling with
causal judgments, covariation, response to anoma-
lous data, and experimental design. For teaching
tasks like those of Ms. D., the practical helpfulness
of such piece-meal insights is limited by their weak-
nesses in explicating the complex interdependencies
among multiple reasoning processes and domain-
specific knowledge. Thus the dilemma arises: funda-
mental understanding gained by basic research is ro-
bust, but less relevant to real-world practice because
of the very constraints that make the research robust.

We have so far highlighted the mismatches be-
tween the scientific approach of basic researchers
and the engineering approach of applied researchers
and teachers. These disconnections partly contribute
to educational institutions’ tendency to swing like a
pendulum amidst the cyclical reform recommenda-
tions (sometimes based on basic research)—adopting
style and substance alike, mixing theory with hunch,
and implementing theoretically-motivated interven-
tions with a myriad of pragmatic alterations. Lacking
clear operational and theoretical specification, many
reforms come and go cyclically without ever being
implemented faithfully or delivering sustainable im-
provements in education (Brown, 1992).

PASTEUR’S QUADRANT: INTEGRATING
USE AND UNDERSTANDING

Although we acknowledge these fundamental
distinctions between pure basic and pure applied re-
search, we argue that they can be reconciled to the
mutual benefit of both approaches. Pure basic re-
search, with all of its rigorous drive for operational
specification of variables and operators, can originate
its questions in the context of practical use. Like-

wise, it is plausible for the findings from such use-
inspired basic research to directly inform the prac-
tice of education and generate insights and questions
to further propel the quest for fundamental under-
standing. With this larger goal as the context, we
describe a series of studies to illustrate a reciprocal
process through which a use-inspired research pro-
gram fostered a continuing ebb and flow of insights
between laboratory research and classroom applica-
tion. While we believe that the story we are about
to tell is of some general interest and utility, we are
well aware of its limitations and idiosyncrasies. We
present it in the spirit of stimulating others to take
similar journeys through Stokes’ quadrants. In this
abbreviated review of studies, we selected only study
details relevant to the purpose of the present paper.
We refer interested readers to the original publica-
tions for more complete descriptions.

The central topic of all of the work to be de-
scribed is the Control of Variables Strategy (CVS).
CVS is the method of designing unconfounded
experiments by changing only one variable at a time.
Competency in CVS is reflected in children’s ability
to generate unconfounded experiments, identify
and correct confounded experiments, and make
appropriate inferences from experimental outcomes.
It is an essential part of the “experimental design”
phase of scientific discovery in both school science
and authentic scientific research. It received explicit
mention in both the Standards (National Research
Council [NRC], 1996) and the Benchmarks (Amer-
ican Association for the Advancement of Science
[AAAS], 1993).

In all of our studies, we used materials in which
several factors, each having only two “levels,” can
be varied to determine how those levels affected
the experimental outcomes. One of the apparatus
we used in these studies is “balls down the ramp”
(Fig. 1). There are four variables to be contrasted or
controlled: the surface texture (smooth or rough),
the length of the run (long or short), the steepness
of the ramp (steep or shallow), and the type of ball
(rubber ball or golf ball). For each experiment, the
participant is asked to investigate a specific question:
such as, whether the surface texture makes a differ-
ence in how far a ball will roll. Ideally, the participant
should conduct an unconfounded comparison by
contrasting the rough surface with the smooth
surface, while holding all other variables constant
between the two ramps. If the participant fails to
hold the remaining variables constant between the
two ramps, the comparison becomes confounded.
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Fig. 1. Balls down the ramp apparatus. Illustration and photo reprinted with permission from Klahr and Nigam
(2004), p. 663. Original caption reads, “The confounded experiment depicted here contrasts (a) a golf ball on a
steep, smooth, short ramp with (b) a rubber ball on a shallow, rough, long ramp.”

The extreme version of a confounded comparison
would be to have every single variable contrasted
between the two ramps (such as the experiment
depicted in Fig. 1). In some studies, we used other
materials having different physical properties but
the same underlying logical structure (e.g., springs
and weights, pendulums, sinking objects).

We present a research program that explores the
teaching, learning, and transfer of CVS with elemen-
tary school children. To bridge research and prac-
tice, we worked in both the psychology laboratory
and the classrooms of elementary schools. We iden-
tified research questions from pressing educational
issues, translated laboratory procedures into class-
room scripts, and incorporated standardized tests
into our assessment instruments. In this account, we
will discuss the relevance of our findings to a few
pressing educational issues and we will highlight the
even greater and more challenging questions spurred
by the integration of cognitive research and instruc-
tional practice.

Study 1: The Training and Analogical Transfer
of CVS (Chen and Klahr, 1999)

This investigation is motivated by a basic theo-
retical question in Bohr’s quadrant (see Table I) and
Cell E (see Table II) of basic research on scientific

reasoning: Are abstract reasoning skills “situated” in
the domain of their acquisition and generally not us-
able across domains? Or, can the skills acquired in
one domain be applied in another domain via the ba-
sic process of analogical transfer? Within the context
of our research, we translated this enduring question
about “transfer distance” into a specific query: Can
CVS skills acquired in one domain transfer to other
domains which bear deep structural resemblance but
lack surface similarity?

To answer this question, we modeled three
types of learning environments after our interpre-
tations of common methods of instruction: learning
via discovery (e.g., Jacoby, 1978; McDaniel and
Schlager, 1990), learning via probing, and learning
via explicit instruction (e.g., Klahr and Carver, 1988).
In specifying these methods, we sought to maximally
isolate and contrast the variables unique to each
form of instruction. In the learning via discovery
condition, we gave the participants opportunities to
conduct hands-on experiments to answer domain
specific questions. In the learning via probing condi-
tion, participants not only conducted such hands-on
experiments but were also asked what they had
learned from their experiments and if they “knew
for sure” that a variable was causal. In the learning
via explicit instruction condition, in addition to the
hands-on experiments and probes, we provided
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Table IV. Summary of Training Condition in Chen and Klahr
(1999) Instructional Conditions

Hands-on Explicit
experimentation Probes instruction

Learning via discovery Yes No No
Learning via probing Yes Yes No
Learning via explicit Yes Yes Yes

instruction

participants with explicit instruction on what CVS is
and how to design CVS experiments in-between their
experimentations. Table IV provides a summary of
these three conditions.

Eighty-seven students from second, third, and
fourth grades in two private elementary schools par-
ticipated. Children in each grade were randomly as-
signed to one of the three training conditions. Three
physical apparatus were used: the balls and ramp
described earlier (see Fig. 1), springs and weights,
and sinking objects. All three sets of materials var-
ied greatly both in physical appearances and in the
basic physics of the domain, but shared deep struc-
tural features (e.g., each apparatus had four distinct
and bi-level variables).

The measures of CVS competency were defined
as follows (Chen and Klahr, 1999, p. 1099):

Very Near Transfer is defined as the application of
CVS to test a new aspect of the same materials used
in the original learning problem. Near Transfer is de-
fined as the use of CVS to solve problems using a set
of different materials that are still in the same gen-
eral domain as the original problem. Remote Trans-
fer refers to the application of CVS to solve prob-
lems with domains, formats, and context different
from the original training task after a long delay.

Participants were pretested prior to any training
or probing. After they explored the first physical
apparatus, participants received probing and/or
training in their respective conditions. Participants’
CVS skills were then assessed using the same
physical materials (very near transfer), but different
focal variables (e.g., for the ramp, if they explored
surface and slope during training, they then inves-
tigated type of ball and length of run). Seven days
following the training, participants were asked to
investigate the effects of variables using two new
sets of physical materials for the near transfer task
(e.g., participants who had initially worked with
the ramps now worked with springs or sinking
objects). Participants’ domain specific knowledge
of the physical apparatus was also assessed. Seven
months after the training, participants were asked

to complete a paper and pencil evaluation of good
and bad experiments across a variety of domains
(e.g., baking cake, designing airplane), all different
from any of the physical apparatus they explored
earlier. We termed this task the remote transfer due
to its domain changes, context difference (hands-on
test to paper-and-pencil test), and the extended time
delay. We refer interested readers to a discussion of
the complexity of classifying transfer “distances” in
a recent literature review (Barnett and Ceci, 2002).

Though participants were not initially compe-
tent at the use of CVS, they did learn with training.
The robustness of children’s CVS learning, measured
by their performance on transfer tasks, varied signif-
icantly by training condition (see Figure 2). Aggre-
gating across grade-levels, children significantly im-
proved their CVS competency with one particular
method of training—learning via explicit instruction.
The learning was robust when measured at all three
transfer distances. In addition, only in the learning
via explicit instruction condition did the improved
use of CVS significantly increase the children’s abil-
ity to evaluate domain-specific evidence (see Cell C,
Table II) and demonstrate a better understanding of
the physical materials.

While we believe that these findings have practi-
cal implications (and we consequently expanded the
research program to investigate these implications),
the study itself is a typical example of basic scien-
tific research in Bohr’s quadrant. Its relevance and
practical usability to a classroom teacher’s integrated
science teaching practice (exemplified by Table III)
is limited by the study’s narrow focus (primarily on
Cell E of Table II, with some marginal exploration of
Cell C) and contrived psychology laboratory setting
(requiring customized physical apparatus and one-
on-one instruction by trained researchers). Are such
findings replicable in real classrooms? How do they
inform current debates in science education (e.g., dis-
covery learning vs. direct instruction, physical manip-
ulation vs. computer simulation)? Motivated by these
more pragmatic questions, we aimed subsequent re-
search efforts towards Edison’s and Pasteur’s quad-
rants of research.

Study 2: Classroom Replication of CVS
Instruction (Toth et al., 2000)

Can the training method for CVS that proved to
be effective in the psychology laboratory be used in
real classrooms? Moving from Bohr’s quadrant of ba-
sic research to Edison’s quadrant of applied research,
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Fig. 2. Percentage of trials (by all participants) with correct use of CVS by training condition. Based
on Chen and Klahr (1999), Figure 3, p. 1109. For children in the learning via explicit instruction con-
dition, training was provided to them during the “exploration” phase. The “assessment” corresponds
to very near transfer, or, within the same physical domain as the one used in the “exploration” phase.
Both “Transfer 1” and “Transfer 2” correspond to near transfer, when participants applied CVS to
investigate different physical domains from the one they used in the “exploration” phase.

we began to address this question by adapting the
training procedures for learning via explicit instruc-
tion from the psychology laboratory to the elemen-
tary school science classroom. The instructional goal
remained focused on CVS (see Cell E, Table II).
The procedure, however, required many adjustments
(Klahr et al., 2001).

Classroom teachers replaced trained researchers
as the providers of probing and explicit instruction.
The trainer to student ratio changed from 1:1 to
1:20. The limited quantity of physical experimental
apparatus (a common problem in most elementary
science classrooms) made collaborative learning
necessary in addition to individual processing. The
participants themselves, instead of the one-on-one
experimenter, kept records of each experiment and
its outcome. With all these changes simultaneously
put in place, Study 1’s controlled comparison of
three training methods—varying one thing at a time
and using randomized assignment—is necessarily
replaced by a much simplified “pre/post” design
to replicate “what works.” The latter approach of
replicating one single training condition along with
all of the necessary classroom adaptations can be
described as “holding one thing (the training script)
constant at a time,” more typical of the engineering
approach within Edison’s quadrant.

Seventy-seven fourth graders from four class-
rooms, taught by two different science teachers in

two different private elementary schools, partici-
pated in Study 2. The adapted-for-classroom learning
via explicit instruction training condition was effec-
tive. Both the direction and the magnitude of change
from pretest to various posttests were comparable to
those of Study 1. The absolute change and achieved
level was not only statistically significant, but also
educationally meaningful: The percent of children
demonstrating consistent use of CVS (correct use in
at least eight out of nine trials) rose from 5% on
pretest to 95% on posttest. To ensure that partici-
pants were not simply learning to execute a proce-
dure by rote, a second measure of “robust CVS use”
was used to identify children who could both physi-
cally use and verbally justify CVS in at least eight out
of nine trials. The corresponding percentages rose
from 0% to 55%. These results were evidence of suc-
cessful replication and classroom implementation of
the CVS training using Study 1’s learning via explicit
instruction method.

Two basic research questions emerged during
the classroom study that required new investiga-
tions back in the psychology laboratory in Bohr’s
quadrant. Although the main focus of Study 2
was domain-general experimental design (see Cell
E, Table II), the learning of CVS in the science
classroom interacted with participants’ knowledge
and skill in Cell F—domain-general evidence eval-
uation. During our classroom study, we found that
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many elementary school students were unable to
develop adequate notation systems to record their
experimental design and outcomes. In addition, the
students had some difficulty discriminating experi-
mental effects from random error while analyzing the
results of their experiments. Consequently, students
would draw incorrect inferences despite having con-
ducted logically correct experimental comparisons.
Although these Cell F questions do not directly
affect laboratory investigations of CVS training, un-
derstanding the interdependency between evidence
evaluation and experimental design is no less im-
portant to the science teacher than knowing how to
teach CVS. However, cognitive and developmental
researchers have not studied these issues extensively.
Heading back into Bohr’s quadrant, researchers
within our immediate group began exploring chil-
dren’s understanding of data variability (Masnick
and Klahr, 2003; Masnick et al., in press; Masnick
and Morris, 2002) and children’s use and learning
of notation (Triona and Klahr, 2002). Although
these studies are outside the scope of this paper, we
mention them here to illustrate how issues raised
during applied research in Edison’s quadrant can
stimulate basic research efforts in Bohr’s quadrant.

In addition to raising new basic research ques-
tions, Study 1 and Study 2 also generated sev-
eral practical questions. The successful replication of
the learning via explicit instruction training method
shifted the research focus from comparative anal-
ysis of the relative efficacy of training methods to
more in-depth analysis about why a particular train-
ing method was effective. First, to what extent is the
efficacy of the learning via explicit instruction depen-
dent upon hands-on manipulation of physical materi-
als (i.e., an interaction between method of instruction
and physical manipulation?) Hands-on manipulation
of physical apparatus has been part of every train-
ing method tested in our studies thus far, effective or
ineffective. We compared the manipulation of physi-
cal and non-physical materials in Study 3 (Triona and
Klahr, 2003). Second, what does it mean when we say
an instruction is “working?” We are aware that CVS
transfer could come in more varied ways than our
particular specifications of very near transfer, near
transfer, and remote transfer. Elementary school sci-
ence teachers are more concerned with broad appli-
cations of CVS in varied and authentic contexts (e.g.,
answering ill-formed questions on tests, designing
science fair projects). Our measures of CVS, while
theoretically valid, have not risen to the ecological
validity bar of authentic tasks. Subsequently, we em-

ployed more authentic transfer tasks in both Study 4
(Nigam and Klahr, 2004) and Study 5 (Li and Klahr,
manuscript in preparation). Third, we have concerns
of ecological validity with regards to our participant
population. Each of the studies described thus far
used participants from private schools. Our findings
regarding instructional effectiveness for CVS are lim-
ited to this highly selective group of participants. Are
economically disadvantaged and low-achieving stu-
dents equally ready to learn CVS? Would the same
instructional methods prove effective with such stu-
dents? These questions were addressed in Study 5.

Study 3: Hands-On Manipulation and Computer
Simulations (Triona and Klahr, 2003)

Unlike Study 1, this investigation was not pri-
marily motivated by the need to expand basic theo-
ries, but was instead inspired by a question of “use”—
how important is hands-on manipulation of physical
material, compared with virtual material (computer-
based simulations), in learning basic scientific skills
(e.g., CVS)? Thus, we consider this study an example
of use-inspired research in Pasteur’s quadrant. The
basic research in this area is relatively recent and
scarce (Uttal et al., 1999; Uttal et al., 1997), though
the effectiveness of hands-on manipulation in learn-
ing science has long been a hotly debated issue in
applied settings (e.g., Ruby, 2001). The importance
of physical manipulation in “hands-on” science was
once commonly accepted by the science education
community (e.g., National Science Teachers Associ-
ation [NSTA], 1990, 2002). More recently, standards
reforms (e.g. AAAS, 1993, NRC, 1996) cautioned
against equating “hands-on” with good science in-
struction. For example, the first set of science edu-
cation benchmarks (AAAS, 1993, p. 319) explicitly
argued:

Hands-on experience is important but does not
guarantee meaningfulness. It is possible to have
rooms full of students doing interesting and
enjoyable hands-on work that leads nowhere
conceptually. Learning also requires reflection that
helps students to make sense of their activities.
Hands-on activities contribute most to learning
when they are part of a well-thought-out plan for
how students will learn over time.

In the two studies we described so far, “hands-
on” manipulation of physical materials (such as
ramps, balls, and springs) is a “part of a well-thought-
out plan.” However, does it need to be? Theoreti-
cally, we had hypothesized (Chen and Klahr, 1999;
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Fig. 3. By virtual or physical training condition, proportion of
unconfounded experiments designed by children. Reprinted with
permission from Triona and Klahr (2003), Figure 4, p. 162.

Klahr and Carver, 1988) that it was the “explicit” as-
pects of instruction that helped focus learners’ atten-
tion on the CVS logic of experimentation. Thus, we
proposed the hypothesis that manipulation of phys-
ical materials is not essential to the efficacy of our
CVS instruction.

To test this hypothesis, we replicated the most
effective form of CVS training from our prior stud-
ies (learning via explicit instruction in Study 1) using
both the original springs and weights apparatus and
a newly developed virtual version of the springs and
weights domain implemented on a computer inter-
face. The experimenter provided explicit and direct
instruction identical to that used in Study 1. The par-
ticipants learned how to design and interpret uncon-
founded experiments with either the physical or the
virtual materials. All participants, whether trained in
the physical or the virtual condition, were required
to design experiments using the physical “balls down
the ramp” (Figure 1) apparatus on the transfer test.
We wanted to test whether learning in the virtual
environment would somehow handicap the partici-
pants’ ability to apply CVS using physical materials.

Ninety-two fourth and fifth graders from two
private schools participated in Study 3. Across all
measures of CVS at pretest, posttest, and transfer,
we found no significant difference between partic-
ipants trained using physical and virtual materials.
Those participants trained in the virtual springs and
weights condition could transfer their CVS skills to
the physical ramps apparatus as well as their counter-
parts trained in the physical springs and weights con-

dition (Fig. 3). The absolute magnitude of learning
gains was comparable to what was achieved in prior
studies.

To interpret this finding, we must first note that
the virtual interface is designed with utmost care
to preserve the essential experience of manipula-
tion and experimentation in the absence of physi-
cal objects. We cannot infer from this finding that
hands-on manipulation of virtual rather than physical
objects will always be equally effective in science ed-
ucation. Our result does add confidence to the asser-
tion that “a well-thought-out plan” of instruction and
student learning is a more significant factor than the
actual materials used. We suggest that the efficacy of
a theoretically sound and empirically proven method
of instruction would be relatively independent of the
medium of delivery, so long as the materials (physi-
cal or virtual) incorporate features that align with the
basic principles of instruction. In our case, such fea-
tures are (1) explicit procedural instruction about the
CVS procedure, (2) provision of good and bad ex-
amples of CVS accompanied by explicit conceptual
explanation of CVS, and (3) combination of instruc-
tion with experimental manipulation and outcome
observation.

Our contribution to the discussion of the
“hands-on” question is perhaps to argue that a wrong
question has been asked. In its place, we propose the
following alternatives: What is essential in the de-
sign of materials for science education that encour-
ages “minds-on” science? What are the tradeoffs in
using physical and virtual materials? What design
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features could effectively compensate for such trade-
offs? Can a principled approach to science instruc-
tion transcend the medium through which it is deliv-
ered? These questions call for investigations across
all three quadrants—basic, applied, use-inspired—of
research. We added these questions in our current re-
search agenda in both the psychology laboratory and
the classrooms.

Study 4: Authentic Transfer of CVS
(Klahr and Nigam, 2004)

While the context and materials varied greatly
in the three studies reviewed so far, the measures
of CVS have stayed fairly consistent. One may
well question whether we have underestimated the
efficacy of learning via discovery in Study 1 because
we lacked more authentic and challenging transfer
tasks (Chinn and Malhotra, 2001). The constructivist
literature has often argued that the use of knowledge
constructed by the learners themselves would be
more robust than that which was simply “told” to
the learner, especially in challenging and complex
real-world tasks (e.g., Elkind, 2001; Loveless, 1998;
Piaget, 1970). The contrast between Study 1’s learn-
ing via discovery and learning via explicit instruction
can be theoretically framed as the contrast between
self-constructed CVS knowledge and “told” CVS
knowledge. Is there a more “authentic” task that
would reveal the learning differences proposed by
this contrast? The task we chose was the evaluation
of science fair posters. Making science fair posters
is a common activity in many elementary school
science programs. We constructed two science fair
posters based on actual posters generated by sixth-
grade students. Participants were asked to make
suggestions to help make the poster “good enough
to enter in a state-level science fair”. They were
encouraged to comment on various aspects of the
poster, including experimental design, data analysis,
measurement, explanations and conclusions. We
place Study 4 in Pasteur’s quadrant as it sought
understanding on a basic theoretical question within
a context inspired by actual use.

We assigned 112 third and fourth graders into
two training conditions, based on the scripts for
learning via discovery and learning via explicit in-
struction in Study 1. We chose to label the two con-
ditions discovery learning and direct instruction. In
the discovery learning condition, students were pro-
vided with a goal (e.g., “see if you can set up the
ramps to find out if the height of the ramp makes

a difference?”). They were free to explore, in a
hands-on fashion, various combinations of arrange-
ments. They can run the experiments and observe
the results. Then, under the experimenter’s sugges-
tion, they move on to the next goal. In the direct in-
struction condition, explicit instruction of CVS was
provided by the experimenter to the students before
and during the students’ experimentation and obser-
vation. The two conditions were designed to contrast
students who discovered CVS on their own and stu-
dents who were told CVS by experimenters.

The CVS performance following the training
replicated Study 1’s findings, favoring direct instruc-
tion by a wide margin. Of the direct instruction par-
ticipants, 77% designed at least three out of four
unconfounded experiments after training, compared
with just 23% in the discovery learning condition.
This wide gap between conditions suggested that
direct instruction was more efficient than discov-
ery learning in the short-term, but did not war-
rant the conclusion that discovery learning produced
no added long-term benefit beyond what direct in-
struction could deliver. To inform the latter claim,
we contrasted the CVS “masters” in direct instruc-
tion (77%) and those in discovery learning (23%)
to test the hypothesis that discovery learning pro-
duced more robust and flexible learning at the cost
of less efficiency. Consistent with this hypothesis, we
should expect that expertise reached via discovery
learning to have an advantage in the more authentic
and less constrained transfer task of evaluating sci-
ence fair posters. We found no evidence supporting
this hypothesis (see Table V). On the overall eval-
uation score of the posters (including all aspects of
the poster), we found no statistically significant dif-
ference between the two types of CVS masters. That
is, the many masters (n = 40) produced by direct in-
struction did just as well on the poster evaluation task
as the few masters produced by discovery learning
(n = 12).

Table V. Poster Evaluation Scores for Masters and Non-Masters
Following Two Different Learning Paths (Direct Instruction or

Discovery Learning)

Mean poster
Learning path n evaluation score SE

Master (discovery) 12 13.8 1.2
Master (direct instruction) 40 12.5 1.0
Nonmaster (discovery) 40 9.1 0.7
Nonmaster (direct 12 8.2 1.3

instruction)

Note. Based on Klahr and Nigam (2004), Table 2, p. 666.
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These findings prompt “a re-examination of the
long-standing claim that the limitations of direct in-
struction, as well as the advantages of discovery
methods, will manifest themselves in broad trans-
fer to authentic contexts” (Nigam and Klahr, 2004,
p. 666). It is important to note that these findings
challenge the claims and implementations of a com-
mon form of discovery learning: giving students a
well-specified task and the necessary physical tools,
but not offering explicit instruction on the preferred
strategy or corrective feedback. These findings do
not equate discovery learning in this form with var-
ious forms of guided discovery. In fact, by some def-
initions, we could classify the learning via explicit in-
struction script as “guided” or “scaffolded” discov-
ery. We shall return to the issue of “naming” later in
the paper.

Far more important than comparing methods
of instruction, Study 4 refreshes a fundamental dis-
cussion for both cognitive research and educational
practice: To what extent and under what conditions
is the type of acquired knowledge and expertise inde-
pendent of the learning paths? We demonstrated that
in the specific instance of CVS learning, the particu-
lar paths defined by our conditions of direct instruc-
tion and discovery learning did not result in different
types of expertise, but only in the different numbers
of experts produced. We do not know how gener-
alizable our findings are across domains and across
tasks. In a policy climate of seeking “what works” in
educational practices and amidst heated arguments
among various approaches, we cannot overempha-
size the importance of revisiting this fundamental
question.

Study 5: Narrowing The Achievement
Gap on CVS

Are three controlled experiments with random
assignment and one successful classroom replication
sufficient to qualify learning via explicit instruction
as a “research-based” educational prescription (No
Child Left Behind Act, 2002)? We are far from mak-
ing such a claim. One consistent factor in all four
studies discussed is the high economic and academic
levels of our participant population. One could fault
the entire series of studies by saying that our training
method is helping the good students to get even bet-
ter. We know nothing about how our training method
might impact students in the lower economical and
achievement stratum.

This raises several important questions. Can the
CVS training lesson plans in Study 2 be adapted for
classrooms with predominantly low-achieving and
low-SES students? Are such lesson plans sufficient to
close the achievement gap (within the topic of CVS)
across diverse student populations? What principles
can we extract from the design of CVS training to
apply more broadly to elementary science instruc-
tion? Must the researchers specify lesson plans to the
level of scripts for the teachers to recite verbatim, or
could teachers master the essential principles of les-
son planning to devise and improve their own lesson
plans? In order to investigate these questions, we be-
gan a long-term fieldwork project to understand and
improve science education in low-achieving urban
schools. Extending beyond Study 2’s limited focus on
CVS training, we now search for operational defini-
tions of the learning via explicit instruction method
that is generalizable to elementary science education
as a whole. Our methodological approach is typical
of applied research in Edison’s quadrant, holding one
variable (the essential design features underlying the
instructional method) constant while making several
concurrent adjustments to fit into real-world class-
rooms. Within the context of this project, we describe
an initial investigation most closely built upon the
four studies thus reviewed.

Our primary goal in this study is to determine
whether the method that was so effective when used
with high-achieving students in our earlier studies,
learning via explicit instruction, would be equally ef-
fective with low-achieving student populations. For
this comparison, we recruited 42 fifth and sixth grade
students from a low-achieving school (School L)
as the training group and 181 fifth through eighth
grade students from a high-achieving school (school
H) as the comparison group. Thus, the comparison
group contained both same-grade counterparts to
the training group and those at one and two grade
levels above. This design enabled the gathering of
cross-sectional benchmarks of CVS performance by
grade level in the high achieving school. The training
group’s CVS performance, before and after training,
would be compared with these benchmarks. School
L had 90% African American students and 85% of
its students were on free lunch programs. School H
had 10% African American students and less than
10% of its students were on free lunch programs. On
Cognitive Tests of Basic Skills [CTBS] Terra Nova
tests (CTB/McGraw-Hill, 2001a,b) adopted by both
schools, School L’s students’ scores were significantly
below those of School H’s students in every academic
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subject test (e.g., reading, language, math, science)
and intelligence test (e.g., verbal and non-verbal rea-
soning), by an average of 12 to 25 national percentile
points.

During the study, students in the training
group received whole-class instruction from one
researcher-teacher for a total of four class periods.
Students in the comparison group did not receive in-
struction from the research team, but had studied
CVS as it was included in both their regular science
instruction and curriculum materials. Of course, in
both groups, CVS performance reflected the combi-
nation of students’ general intellectual abilities, the
quality of their school’s science program, and their
training and performance in related areas, such as
reading and math.

In preparation for revising and adapting the
CVS lesson plans (from Study 2) for the training
group, we logged more than 100 h of classroom ob-
servations in School L. While our long-term goal is
to allow our methods to empower the teachers’ les-
son planning, we chose to use the researcher as the
classroom instructor as a preparatory step towards
that objective. Putting the researcher in the class-
room teacher’s shoes minimized issues of implemen-
tation fidelity of the newly revised lesson plan and
gave the researcher a first-hand experience of the
classroom environment. This design choice obviously
confounded the effect of a novel instructor with the
instructional method. At the onset of the study, we
anticipated two possible consequences of this inten-
tional confound: (1) the researcher might succeed be-
cause of his knowledge base in cognitive science, in-
dependent of the CVS training method; and (2) the
researcher might fail because of his lack of classroom
skills, in spite of the CVS training method.

Because evaluations of individual students’
hands-on CVS performance were not logistically fea-
sible during a tightly packed school schedule, we
modified how we measured CVS use: Measures tra-
ditionally used as posttests were utilized as formative
assessments. Specifically, Very near transfer was mea-
sured by students’ performance on paper and pen-
cil forms that asked them how they would design
their experiments with the physical apparatus (e.g.,
balls down the ramp). Near transfer was measured
by students’ performance in dyads as they worked
with physical materials to determine the factor that
influences the period of simple pendulums. Data for
both very near and near transfer measures were col-
lected from students’ worksheets used during the
class sessions. These formative assessments provided

information that allowed for the targeted repetition
of CVS instruction if a significant portion of stu-
dents appeared not to have mastered it. The “real”
posttest (i.e., administered after all instruction had
been completed) was the remote transfer incorporat-
ing both the research instruments from Study 1 and
Study 2 and standardized test items. The standard-
ized test items were a diverse assortment of multiple
choice and constructed response questions (e.g., Na-
tional Assessment of Educational Progress [NAEP],
1996, 1999; Third International Math and Science
Study [TIMSS], 1995, 1999; CTBS, CTB/McGraw-
Hills, 2001a,b). All items required some knowledge
of CVS, though none explicitly mentioned that stu-
dents should apply the “control of variables” strat-
egy. All items were used in their original forms to
maintain comparability to national and international
benchmark data. Both the training group and the
comparison group were administered these remote
transfer items.

The overall results showed promise that our in-
struction could narrow the achievement gap. Be-
fore training, students in the training group (School
L) performed significantly below the benchmark set
by their same-grade counterparts in the comparison
group (School H). The training group’s performance
improved significantly during training. In the forma-
tive assessment of very near transfer, the percent of
training group students who correctly used CVS im-
proved from less than 20% at the beginning of in-
struction to over 80% at the end of instruction. In the
formative assessment of near transfer, the percent of
training group dyads who correctly used CVS in the
new domain (i.e., pendulum) and new context (i.e.,
hands-on, group work) improved from less than 40%
at the beginning of the class to over 90% at the end
of class.

In the between-group comparisons of remote
transfer performance, the training group students
(School L) performed significantly better than their
same-grade comparison group counterparts (School
H) on evaluating and correcting experiments (based
on measures used in Study 1 and Study 2), with
an effect size of 1.02 using pooled standard devia-
tion from the two samples (Rosnow and Rosenthal,
1996). Only the eighth graders in the comparison
group matched training group students’ performance
on these items (see Fig. 4.)

The most policy-relevant outcome for this study
is how the training group performed on remote trans-
fer items selected from standardized tests used for
benchmarking at national and international levels.
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Fig. 4. CVS performance of training group across a 2-week period (including 4 days of train-
ing), compared with CVS performance of the comparison group (without training) across four
grade-levels.

The training group met or exceeded the benchmarks
on all items for which the original test makers pro-
vided a U.S. average score and/or an international
percent-correct average (see example item, Fig. 5 and
the corresponding performance comparison, Fig. 6).
However, the training group’s performance on these
standardized test items did not significantly exceed
that of the same-grade comparison group.

These results demonstrate that the CVS les-
son plans, adapted from the learning via explicit

instruction method previously found effective with
high-achieving student populations, can narrow the
achievement gap on CVS performance. However,
the training group’s performance did not entirely
transfer to the selected battery of standardized test
items. We briefly describe our analysis of the reasons
for this less than optimal transfer.

The primary instructional goal of all of our
CVS training studies is focused in a single cell of
our framework of scientific thinking (see Cell E,
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Fig. 5. Sample standardized test item relevant to CVS. Reprinted from TIMSS 1995 Released
Set, Item I-12. Correct answer is D.

Table II)—domain general experimental design. The
goals of science education, noted earlier, make more
holistic demands upon the students. The application
of experimental design skills is dependent on other
related skills, such as the ability to identify target
variables from a question statement or to identify
potentially confounding variables in an experimen-
tal setup. Our training group students in School L
performed the worst on those items requiring the
most integration across cells (e.g., linking hypothe-
sis with experimental design) and providing the least
scaffolding for underlying logical structures (e.g., not
stating explicitly what the key variables are). This
raises the question of whether a training procedure

developed in the Bohr’s quadrant, which narrowly
focuses on a single domain-general reasoning pro-
cess, can be effective in practice where the task de-
mands require the integration of domain knowledge
with multiple reasoning processes.

We also find evidence that performance on stan-
dardized science test items depended on other aca-
demic skills. In a stepwise regression to account for
CVS performance on standardized test items, we
entered as predictors the current year achievement
scores in six CTBS subject tests (CTB/McGraw-Hill,
2001a,b) and our measure of CVS performance. We
find that the most significant predictor for the per-
formance of School H’s students on both multiple
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Fig. 6. Training group’s and comparison group’s performance on a sample TIMSS 1995
8th Grade Science item, compared with TIMSS benchmarks collected from U.S. sample,
international sample, and international leaders in science achievement.

choice and constructed response items was their cur-
rent year science achievement score. In stark con-
trast, the only significant predictor for the perfor-
mance of School L’s students on multiple choice
items was their current year reading achievement
score, and for constructed response items, their lan-
guage arts achievement score. Thus, performance on
standardized tests of accountability seem to place
high demands on students’ reading and writing skills
requiring them to understand descriptions of experi-
ments and explain their reasoning and justifications.
Students in the training group could not effectively
read and write in relation to CVS, even though they
exceeded the comparison group in their understand-
ing of CVS (as assessed by tasks whose instruc-
tions were read aloud and required only responses
with check marks and drawing). Reading and writ-
ing science are not the focus of our studies or of
most basic research of scientific reasoning. In fact,
we minimized the demand of these skills on the par-
ticipants in our past studies. Probes and cover sto-
ries were always read aloud to the participants and
participants were only required to speak their an-
swers and check “good” or “bad” experiments. Nev-
ertheless, these skills are fundamentally important
for test performance and long-term achievement in
science or any academic subject. Is it within the re-
search program’s scope to address these issues? Or
are we venturing into territories too messy and too

far beyond our specialization to control and influence
in the psychology laboratory or classroom settings?
These are questions we continue to evaluate while
searching for and designing “what works” in the field
setting.

CROSSING THE QUADRANTS’
BOUNDARIES

By directing our research program back and
forth between the laboratory and the classroom, we
have traversed the boundaries between basic and ap-
plied research. Although the psychology laboratory
has enabled us to explore questions with controlled
methods and empirical confidence, the classroom has
enriched our research agenda with a pipeline of rich
and important questions. The five studies reviewed
here constitute a work in progress towards making
basic research findings relevant, for both high and
low achieving student populations. While the stated
and unstated variables in our instruction are many,
we eliminated the hands-on manipulation of physical
materials as a significant or interacting factor in our
instruction. For the variables we could not eliminate,
successive replications gave us confidence about the
efficacy of our basic instructional design in spite of
the possible interacting effects of materials, task do-
mains, representations, limitations of measures, and
instructor characteristics.
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We are certainly not the first to have mean-
dered our way across the boundary between basic re-
search in the psychology laboratory and applied re-
search in instructional development for classrooms.
The long history of this type of effort is richly de-
scribed in Lagemann’s (2000) history of educational
research. As Lagemann notes, because the dominant
theories in psychology framed such efforts, for a long
time they were heavily influenced by the behavior-
ist tradition. The Sixties produced several new efforts
based on the excitement and promise of the “cogni-
tive revolution” (e.g., Atkinson, 1968; Gagne, 1968;
Glaser and Resnick, 1972; Suppes and Groen, 1967).
More recent efforts, based on emerging perspectives
on cognition and cognitive development, is exempli-
fied by the work of Case and colleagues (e.g., Case,
1978; Case, 1992; Case and Okamoto, 1996), who pi-
oneered research that sought both basic understand-
ing of child development and effective instruction for
children. Brown and colleagues (Brown, 1992; Brown
and Campione, 1994; Palinscar and Brown, 1984) led
a successful research program that took “recipro-
cal teaching” from the laboratory to the classroom
across many school topics. Anderson and colleagues
(Anderson et al., 1995) developed an effective intelli-
gent tutoring system for learning algebra—now used
in thousands of schools nationwide—from a basic re-
search program in computational modeling of cogni-
tion. We owe much of our approach and research mo-
tivation to these and many other forerunners.

Although we have attempted to organize our
content in a logically coherent progression, we do not
want to give the false impression that this sequence of
studies was carefully planned and coordinated years
in advance. Rather, much of what we described hap-
pened through the planned and unplanned collabora-
tion between basic and applied researchers who were
drawn to our research group at different times. What
has helped most to make this research program infor-
mative for both basic research and applied research
is perhaps a general openness and willingness among
all researchers involved to cross traditional re-
search barriers and tread into unfamiliar real-world
territories.

CAUTION: WHAT’S IN A NAME?

In this final section, we discuss our reaction to
the way that our research program has impacted
some of the popular debates on educational practice.
We do this with some trepidation, because a discus-
sion of media responses seems inappropriate in an

article about scientific research. Moreover, we have
only a handful of studies, each of relatively small
scope, upon which some of these issues have been
argued. Nevertheless, having described our venture
into the real world of elementary science school
classrooms, we feel a responsibility to acknowledge
that we vastly underestimated the degree to which
educational practice is determined by forces other
than the results of research. Thus, we are (now!)
mindful of the way in which our results can be used
to support or attack specific aspects of science educa-
tion practice and policy. This is an inescapable conse-
quence of working in the “real world.” We recognize
that, as researchers, we cannot use the naive procla-
mation of “let the data speak for itself” as an excuse
to delegate the responsibility of interpreting our find-
ings in the real world context.

Of the five studies reported here, Study 1 (Chen
and Klahr, 1999) and Study 4 (Klahr and Nigam,
2004) have received a substantial amount of me-
dia attention, especially within the educational re-
search and science education community. Not only
have they been cited in a variety of publications
addressed to various educational and psychological
communities and the general public (Adelson, 2004;
Begley, 2004; Cavanagh, 2004; Crane, 2005; “Stand
and deliver . . . or let them discover?,” 2004), they
also have been used to support one position or an-
other in the “science wars.” The headlines often
appear far more conclusive than our results war-
rant. One reads “Researchers say Direct Instruc-
tion, rather than ‘Discovery Learning,’ is Best Way
to Teach Process Skills in Science” (1998). Another
reports our findings in Study 4 (Klahr and Nigam,
2004) under the headline “NCLB Could Alter Sci-
ence Teaching” (Cavanagh, 2004), even as we are
still in the process of replicating the study to assess
the robustness of its basic findings. We hope it is
clear to the readers of this article that such head-
lines go far beyond the empirical evidence provided
in our studies. In the series of studies reported here,
we investigated only a single process skill: the con-
trol of variables in experimental design. We con-
clude, based on initial and replicated results, that di-
rect and explicit instruction, combined with experi-
mentation using physical or virtual materials, is more
effective for teaching CVS than simply giving chil-
dren opportunities for minimally guided discovery.
This conclusion is also consistent with findings from
a prior study in a non-science domain—teaching chil-
dren how to debug their computer programs (Klahr
and Carver, 1988)—which found that children were
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more effective at debugging computer programs fol-
lowing highly directive and explicit teaching of multi-
step debugging procedures than if they were left to
discover these procedures on their own. Despite this
accumulation of evidence, we do not have concrete
hypotheses regarding the ways in which other science
process skills, such as evidence evaluation and hy-
pothesis generation, can be trained. From the studies
reported here, we can say that our particular spec-
ification of learning via explicit instruction worked
better than an extreme form of learning via discov-
ery for learning CVS. We certainly do not know if
our CVS instruction is the “best way” to teach CVS,
or if Direct Instruction is the best way to teach all
process skills.

Because of this kind of media reporting of our
results described above, others are concerned that
our findings may be used to “conclude that direct in-
struction is the best way to teach science” (Tweed,
2004), to promote lecture-based passive learning
(“Stand and deliver . . . or let them discover?,” 2004),
and to equate our specification of discovery learning
with the more moderate (and presumably, more of-
ten used) versions of guided or scaffolded inquiry. As
we discussed above, we share the concern that our
findings may be misinterpreted as evidence to pro-
mote one method over another for science education
as a whole. However, within the context of teaching
and learning CVS, we did show that direct instruc-
tion need not result in a passive student role, as is
often suggested (e.g., Tweed, 2004). In our studies,
though the students were “told” CVS, they actively
applied the strategy via hands-on experiments and
reasoned based on the strategy to evaluate evidence.
We maintain that the combination of direct instruc-
tion (from the instructor) and active processing and
application (by the learner) contributed most signif-
icantly to the learning improvements in our studies.
Lastly, we do not believe our specification of “discov-
ery learning” is so far-fetched that it does not reflect
any current practices. In the aforementioned sample
CVS lesson taken from the National Science Edu-
cation Standards (NRC, 1996), the teacher offered
much guidance and facilitation of the students’ in-
quiry experience, but did not offer explicit instruc-
tion or feedback regarding the control of variables
as an experimental strategy (at least not according to
the two page description). Based on our results, we
argue that, in the case of CVS strategy, students have
difficulty discovering it even when they have been
given clear goals and hands-on materials to conduct
purposeful inquiry. We suggest that, for a domain-

general science process skill such as CVS, it may
be more efficient to instruct the students explicitly
and directly and thus enable the students to engage
more meaningfully in experimentation and discovery
across domains.

Perhaps the most unanticipated aspect of the
characterization of our work in these press reports
and expressions of concern is the power of labels. In
our very first experiment in this series, we used bland
characterizations of our different training conditions.
The descriptions were fairly explicit and well speci-
fied (Chen and Klahr, 1999, p. 1101, with condition
names emphersised as in the original text):

Part I included hands-on design of experiments.
Children were asked to set up experimental appa-
ratus to test the possible effects of different vari-
ables. . . .

In the Training—Probe condition, children were
given explicit instruction regarding CVS (the
Control of Variables Strategy). Training occurred
between the Exploration and Assessment phases.
It included an explanation of the rationale behind
controlling variables as well as examples of how to
make unconfounded comparisons. Children in this
condition also received probe questions surround-
ing each comparison (or test) that they made. A
probe question before the test was executed asked
children to explain why they designed the particular
test they did. After the test was executed, children
were asked if they could “tell for sure” from the
test whether the variable they were testing made
a difference and also why they were sure or not
sure. In the No Training—Probe condition, children
received no explicit training, but they did receive
the same series of probe questions surrounding each
comparison as were used in the Training—Probe
condition. Children in the No Training—No Probe
Condition received neither training nor probes.”

By Study 4, we simplified the terminology by
using labels that we felt were apt characteriza-
tions of the distinction between two approaches—
direct instruction and discovery—never anticipat-
ing the controversy they would arouse in the
science education community. We described the
two conditions as follows (Klahr and Nigam, 2004,
p. 663):

Children in the direct-instruction condition ob-
served as the experimenter designed several addi-
tional experiments—some confounded, and some
unconfounded—to determine the effects of steep-
ness and run length. For each experiment, the in-
structor asked the children whether or not they
thought the design would allow them to “tell for
sure” whether a variable had an effect on the out-
come. Then the instructor explained why each of
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the unconfounded experiments uniquely identified
the factor that affected the outcome, and why each
confounded experiment did not. Children in the dis-
covery condition instead continued to design their
own experiments, focused on the same two variables
that the direct-instruction children were focusing on,
but without any instruction on CVS or any feedback
from the experimenter.

And then we went on to be even more careful
about a possible misinterpretation of our conditions
(Klahr and Nigam, 2004, p. 663):

It is important to note that in our operationalization,
the difference between direct instruction and discov-
ery learning does not involve a difference between
“active” and “passive” learning. In both conditions,
students were actively engaged in the design of their
experiments and the physical manipulation of the
apparatus. The main distinction is that in direct in-
struction, the instructor provided good and bad ex-
amples of CVS, explained what the differences were
between them, and told the students how and why
CVS worked, whereas in the discovery condition,
there were no examples and no explanations, even
though there was an equivalent amount of design
and manipulation of materials.

In hindsight, we may have muddied the inter-
pretation of our findings by incorporating popular
terminology like “direct instruction” and “discov-
ery learning” into articles and public presentations
of Study 4. Only when we tuned in to the recent
political debate in California about the permissible
amounts of “hands-on science” vs. “direct instruc-
tion” (Alberts and Wheeler, 2004; Janulaw, 2004;
Stickel, 2004; Strauss, 2004; Wheeler, 2004) did we
become fully aware of how easy it is for someone to
pick up a terminology, and imbue it with whatever
meaning suits the purpose of an argument.

As we become better informed about the
debates in educational policy related to our re-
search, we become increasingly wary of “naming”
research-based training methods using common
educational terminologies. Perhaps we should do
what physicists do: either invent novel terms—like
“quark” and “lepton”—or use everyday words that
cannot possibly be interpreted in their conventional
sense, like “charm,” and “flavor.” When we adopt a
widely used terminology (e.g., discovery learning, or
direct instruction), we are burdened with ensuring
that our implementation is consistent with the
term’s meaning in the educational community. This
becomes a daunting task when the term itself is
historically poorly defined but hotly contested, as
most commonly used terms are in both cognitive and
educational literature.

One thing is clear from all of this: it is essential
for the field of education to make much more precise
use of terminology before moving on to public
debates and policy decisions. Indeed, it is surprising
that when education researchers and science educa-
tors join in heated debates about discovery learning,
direct instruction, inquiry, hands-on, or minds-on,
they usually abandon one of the foundations of
science—the operational definition. The field of
science cannot advance without clear, unambiguous,
operationally defined, and replicable procedures.
Education science is no exception.

Research conducted in any of Stokes’ quad-
rants depends on others’ interpretation of its find-
ings for generalizability and actual use. By clarify-
ing the context, motivation, and findings from our
research program, we hope this paper facilitates the
interpretation of our work. Ultimately, it is up to the
reader to draw implications from research, not the re-
searcher. We hope the research paths we took across
the traditional boundaries separating basic and ap-
plied research will encourage greater openness to
use-inspired research questions. We hope that other
researchers find it worthwhile to embark on journeys
between the psychological laboratory and the real-
world classrooms, even with a few necessary, if not
entirely enjoyable, stumbles through the policy and
media worlds.
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